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The epic story that saw Batman dismantled at the hands
of one of his greatest enemies, Bane, begins here in this
new 25th Anniversary edition! Continued from Batman:
Prelude to Knightfall, this volume also contains material
never collected before! The inmates of Arkham Asylum
have broken free, and Batman must push himself to the
limit to re-apprehend The Joker, Poison Ivy, the Riddler,
Killer Croc and more. Pushed to the limit, he comes faceto-face with the monstrosity known as Bane, who
delivers a crippling blow destined to change the Caped
Crusader forever! Part of a massive 25th anniversary
recut of the entire Batman: Knightfall saga, this graphic
novel collects Batman #492-497, Detective Comics
#659-663 and Batman: Villains Secret Files and Origins
#1. Collect the complete Knightfall Saga, now re-cut in its
entirety for the first time ever! Batman: Prelude to
Knightfall Batman: Knightfall Vol. 1 Batman: Knightfall
Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 1 Batman:
Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest:
The Search Batman: Knightsend Batman: Prodigal
Batman: Troika
Mentally defeated and physically broken, Bruce Wayne
turns to Azrael to assume the identity of Batman.
Accepting his new mission, Jean Paul begins to lose his
grip on sanity as he metes out justice with devastating
levels of aggression and violence.
The Justice League! The biggest heroes! The biggest
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threats! With their powers out of control and trapped on a
world they do not understand, the League must band
together like never before. Queen Hippolyta is forced to
confront her new destiny. All this and a last page so
shocking that it will have fans of Naomi screaming!
Meanwhile, in our bonus story, the Justice League Dark
are trapped in the Library of Babel, where they are
learning the hard way that the pen is mightier than their
swords. Elsewhere, Merlin sets his sights on a lost city
that hides the key to his violent delights. Could this mean
a violent end for all?
Harley Quinn moved to Coney Island to start a new,
Joker-free life for herself, but she's not been doing it
alone! Tune in to her latest chaotic adventures with this
final collection of stories from Amanda Conner and
Jimmy Palmiotti in Harley Quinn by Amanda Conner &
Jimmy Palmiotti Omnibus Vol. 3. The Penguin and
Harley Quinn have been stuck in a cold war...and it's
about to heat up! Making a long-term investment in a
Gotham City that's crawling with Bats isn't the Penguin's
style, so now he's hell-bent on making Coney Island his
new nest. And how will Harley keep her cool when the
Penguin unleashes that frosty fiend, Mr. Freeze?
Collects Harley Quinn #1-42, Harley Quinn 25th
Anniversary Special and a story from Batman Day
Special #1.
As evil spreads across Gotham City, Batman's allies,
including Red Robin, Batwing, Robin, Batgirl, the Birds of
Prey, Nightwing and even Catwoman find themselves in
a battle coming from all sides. The Court of Owls have
shown their hand, and it's up to the collective effort of
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these heroes, some more unlikely than others, in this
sprawling tale of corruption and violence. This epic
springs from the pen of Scott Snyder, New York Times
bestselling author of BATMAN: COURT OF OWLS,
BATMAN: THE BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN
VAMPIRE, as well as creators Judd Winick, David Finch,
Peter J. Tomasi, Pat Gleason, Tony Daniel, Scott
Lobdell, Duane Swierczynski, JH Williams III, Jimmy
Palmiotti and Justin Gray! BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE
OWLS collects ALL-STAR WESTERN #9, BATMAN
#8-9, BATMAN ANNUAL #1, BATMAN: THE DARK
KNIGHT #9, BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #9,
BATGIRL #9, BATWING #9, BIRDS OF PREY #9,
NIGHTWING #8-9, BATMAN AND ROBIN #9,
CATWOMAN #9 and RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS
#9
Mentally defeated and physically broken, Bruce Wayne
suffered a crippling blow while battling the brutal Bane.
Now, the mantle of the Bat must be passed on to
another, and Jean Paul Valley answers the call! But as
the new Caped Crusader slowly loses his grip on sanity,
his idea of justice takes a violent and deadly turn.
Witnessing this dangerous behavior firsthand, Nightwing
and Robin try to come to grips with Bruce's highly
controversial decision while the new Batman sets his
sights on taking revenge against Bane!
Still recovering from a battle with Bane, Bruce Wayne
seeks to reclaim his title from interim Batman Jean Paul
Valley, who has used his superhero status to wage a war
of vengeance in Gotham.
Bruce Wayne completes his improbable recovery from
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his broken back and is ready to resume his role as
Gotham's protector. But Jean Paul is not willing to give
up his new identity.

Enjoy this great comic from DC’s digital archive!
Following his groundbreaking, critically acclaimed
run on Detective Comics, Snyder begins a new era
of The Dark Knight alongside artist Capullo when a
series of brutal murders rocks Gotham City and
Batman to the core.
After 80 years, it's here-the 1,000th issue of
DETECTIVE COMICS, the title that literally defines
DC! This 96-page issue is stacked with an
unbelievable lineup of talent that will take you on a
journey through Batman's past, present and
future...plus a sensational epilogue that features the
first-ever DC Universe appearance of the deadly
Arkham Knight! But who is under the mask? And
why do they want Batman dead? The incredible
future of Batman adventures begins here!
This third BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE OMNIBUS
includes dozens of stories from the early 1940s in
which the Dynamic Duo battle evil-doers including
the Penguin, the Joker, Two-Face and many more.
These tales were written and illustrated by such
luminaries as Bob Kane, Bill Finger, Gardner Fox,
Jerry Robinson, and more. Collects DETECTIVE
COMICS #75-91, BATMAN #16-25, and stories from
WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #10-14.
The beginning of one of the most controversial
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comics characters of all time. ThereÕs a new hero in
BatmanÕs world, whether the Dark Knight likes it or
not! Jean-Paul Valley has just been told by his dying
father that his family is part of an ancient secret
society known as The Order of St. Dumas-and that
he is the latest in a long line of deadly assassins!
Now with his psychological conditioning complete,
Valley has been transformed from a computer
science major into the unstoppable weapon known
as Azrael. But when he is forced to target the heroic
Batman, he starts to question his life and duty.
Legendary creators Dennis OÕNeil and Joe
Quesada are joined by comic industry superstars
Barry Kitson, James Pascoe, and Kevin Nowlan.
AZRAEL VOL.1 FALLEN ANGEL collects BATMAN:
SWORD OF AZRAEL #1-4, SHOWCASE Õ94 #10,
and AZRAEL #1-7.
Batman makes a decision to upgrade his costume
after he fails to stop the psychotic Abattoir from
committing murder.
Bruce Wayne, battle-broken and out of commission
after his epic showdown with Bane has appointed a
new Dark Knight to keep the villains at bay. -- Back
cover.
For the first time since the events of the Knightfall
storyline, Bruce Wayne returns to his role as Gotham
City's protector, Batman! The Knightfall Saga
reaches its conclusion as Bruce Wayne returns to
Gotham City in the never-before-collected Batman:
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Troika! A new era begins, as Batman reinvents
himself to take on a new breed of foe. When the BatFamily declares war against former KGB operatives
with plans to take control of Gotham City's
underworld, who will come out the victor? In the
midst of all of this, Bruce Wayne must also cope with
his decision to pass on the mantle of Batman to JeanPaul Valley. Part of a massive 25th anniversary recut
of the entire Batman: Knightfall saga, this graphic
novel collects Batman #515, Batman: Shadow of
The Bat #35, Detective Comics #682, Robin #14,
Nightwing: Alfred Returns and Batman: Vengeance
of The Bat #2. Collect the complete Knightfall Saga,
now re-cut in its entirety for the first time ever!
Batman: Prelude to Knightfall Batman: Knightfall Vol.
1 Batman: Knightfall Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest:
The Crusade Vol. 1 Batman: Knightquest: The
Crusade Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The Search
Batman: Knightsend Batman: Prodigal Batman:
Troika.
After Bruce Wayne suffers a crippling blow while
battling Bane, he names Jean Paul Valley as his
successor, but as the new Batman goes insane, his
idea of justice turns violent and deadly.
12 CHAPTER DIGITAL EXCLUSIVE SERIES! ZETA
PRIME MAKES HIS MOVE! When the Autobot
leader strikes out, ORION PAX--the future Optimus
Prime--witnesses scenes of devastation beyond his
wildest imagination! Will Pax be changed? Or will he
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fall?
Bane, the man destined to one day destroying the
Batman has his sights set on taking over Gotham
City! The event that changed Batman's world forever
kicks off with this new volume, including never
before collected material in BATMAN: PRELUDE TO
KNIGHTFALL. Bane has spent a lifetime on the
South American island of Santa Prisca. The time he
spent as the toughest inmate in their worst prison led
him to develop berserk strength, savage intellect,
and unparalleled megalomania. In Gotham City,
Batman begins to feel he has lost his edge as he is
forced to deal, in rapid succession, with the returning
villain Black Mask and his gang a crazed killer called
Metalhead, and a sharpshooter assassin hired by an
imprisoned mobster to murder Commissioner
Gordon. Part of a massive 25th anniversary re-cut of
the entire BATMAN: KNIGHTFALL saga, this graphic
novel, collects BATMAN: VENGEANCE OF BANE
#1, BATMAN #484-491, DETECTIVE COMICS
#654-658.
Volume Two: After Bruce Wayne suffers a crippling
blow while battling Bane, he names Jean Paul Valley
as his successor, but as the new Batman goes
insane, his idea of justice turns violent and deadly.
Following the events of Batman: Knightquest: The
Search, Bruce Wayne has successfully recuperated
from his broken back and is ready to resume crimefighting duties as the Batman. But Jean-Paul Valley,
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the man who currently patrols the dark alleyways of
Gotham City, is not willing to step aside.
Furthermore, Valley has become unaccountably
violent and reckless. Driven to the brink of madness
by inner demons, the Ònew BatmanÓ seeks to
destroy the Òold BatmanÓ in a battle with deadly
consequences. Batman: Knightsend is the seventh
installment in an expansive nine-volume series
reprinting the entire Batman: Knightfall storyline.
Contained in this volume are Batman #509-510,
Batman: Shadow of the Bat #29-30, Detective
Comics #676-677, Batman: Legends of the Dark
Knight #62-63, Robin #8-9, Catwoman #12-13 and
Showcase Õ94 #10 and includes bonus poster
artwork.
Volume Three: Batman comes back to reclaim his
place as protector of Gotham, but first he needs to
take care of Jean Paul Valley who has gone insane
since taking over.
Barely recovered from his injuries at the hands of the
villain Bane, Bruce Wayne approaches longtime
ward Dick Grayson to take on the mantle of Batman.
The KNIGHTFALL saga continues with BATMAN:
PRODIGAL, collecting this long-out-of-print classic
Batman tale. After the game-changing events of
Knightfall, Bruce Wayne asks Dick Grayson, now the
hero known as Nightwing, to take his place while he
recovers and reexamines his quest for justice. As
Batman, Dick will learn the responsibility and
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pressure that his former mentor Bruce Wayne bore
as the Dark Knight. But when the maniacal TwoFace returns, the new Batman must overcome his
childhood demons to defeat the first villain he ever
faced! Part of a massive 25th anniversary recut of
the entire Batman: Knightfall saga, this graphic novel
Collects Batman #512-514, Batman: Shadow of The
Bat #32-34, Robin #0, 11-13 and Detective Comics
#679-681. Collect the complete Knightfall Saga, now
re-cut in its entirety for the first time ever! Batman:
Prelude to Knightfall Batman: Knightfall Vol. 1
Batman: Knightfall Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The
Crusade Vol. 1 Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade
Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The Search Batman:
Knightsend Batman: Prodigal Batman: Troika
Following the events of Batman: Knightquest: The
Crusade Vol. 1, Bruce Wayne is still M.I.A. because
of debilitating injuries sustained during a recent clash
with Bane. Now itÕs up to Jean-Paul Valley (a.k.a.
Azrael) to carry the mantle of Batman in Gotham
City. Unfortunately, Valley is wrestling with his own
demons and is struggling to meet the high standards
set by his predecessor. Now The Joker has
resurfaced with a crazy new scheme to destroy the
Dark Knight. But what happens when the Clown
Prince of Crime realizes that something is amiss with
his longtime archnemesis? The nine-volume saga of
Batman: Knightfall continues in this fifth volume of
the series. Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 2
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collects Detective Comics #671-675, Batman:
Shadow of the Bat #24-28, Batman #505-508 and
Showcase Õ94 #7. Bonus material is also included.
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Bane created
by Chuck Dixon, Doug Moench and Graham Nolan;
Nightwing created by Marv Wolfman and George Pâerez."
#1 New York Times Bestseller The villainous Bane breaks the
Bat in one of the most popular and well-known Batman tales!
The inmates of Arkham Asylum have broken free and Batman
must push himself to the limits to re-apprehend the Joker,
Poison Ivy, the Riddler, Killer Croc and more. Pushed to the
limits, he comes face-to-face against the monstrosity known
as Bane, who delivers a crippling blow destined to change the
Caped Crusader forever!
Continuing from Batman- Knightquest- The Crusade Vol. 2,
the next chapter in the saga of Bruce Wayne begins in the
never before collected, Batman- Knightquest- The Search.
Still recovering from his devastating encounter with Bane, and
utilizing specially designed accoutrements, Bruce Wayne and
Alfred are on the trail of Robin's father and Shondra
Kinsolving, both kidnapped by a mysterious new foe lurking in
the shadows. Shondra may be the only person on Earth who
can repair Bruce's badly damaged body. To rescue her, he
will have to push himself mentally and physically before it is
too late. Part of a massive 25th anniversary recut of the entire
Batman- Knightfallsaga, this graphic novel collects Justice
League Task Force#5-6, Batman- Shadow of The Bat#21-23,
Batman- Legends of The Dark Knight#59-61 and Robin#7.
The diabolical brute known as Bane has finally defeated
Batman and is one step closer to taking control of Gotham
City. Without any options left, the Dark Knight must pass his
iconic cape and cowl to a worthy ally. A new Batman arrives
in Gotham, and his first order of business is to do what Bruce
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Wayne couldnÕt do himselfÑdefeat Bane. Batman: Knightfall
Vol. 2 is part of a nine-volume 25th-anniversary series that
revisits BatmanÕs seminal clash with Bane. This volume
collects Batman #498-500, Detective Comics #664-666,
Showcase Õ93 #7-8 and Batman: Shadow of the Bat #16-18,
along with additional material from the creators.
For the first time since the events of the Knightfall storyline,
Bruce Wayne returns to his role as Gotham City's protector,
Batman! The Knightfall Saga reaches its conclusion as Bruce
Wayne returns to Gotham City in the never-before-collected
Batman: Troika! A new era begins, as Batman reinvents
himself to take on a new breed of foe. When the Bat-Family
declares war against former KGB operatives with plans to
take control of Gotham City's underworld, who will come out
the victor? In the midst of all of this, Bruce Wayne must also
cope with his decision to pass on the mantle of Batman to
Jean-Paul Valley. Part of a massive 25th anniversary recut of
the entire Batman: Knightfall saga, this graphic novel collects
Batman #515, Batman: Shadow of The Bat #35, Detective
Comics #682, Robin #14, Nightwing: Alfred Returns and
Batman: Vengeance of The Bat #2. Collect the complete
Knightfall Saga, now re-cut in its entirety for the first time
ever! Batman: Prelude to Knightfall Batman: Knightfall Vol. 1
Batman: Knightfall Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade
Vol. 1 Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 2 Batman:
Knightquest: The Search Batman: Knightsend Batman:
Prodigal Batman: Troika
The inmates of Gotham CityÕs Arkham Asylum are loose,
and Batman is in hot pursuit of The Joker, the Riddler, Poison
Ivy, Killer Croc, Scarecrow and more. Pushed to the limit, the
Dark Knight comes face to face with Bane, a hyper-pumpedup monstrosity, who delivers a crippling blow that changes
BatmanÕs destiny forever. Batman: Knightfall Vol. 1 presents
the epic battle between Batman and one of his greatest foes
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of all time, Bane. Part two of a massive nine-volume
celebration of the entire Batman: Knightfall saga, this
collection follows the story arc begun in Batman: Prelude to
Knightfall and features Batman #492-497 and Detective
Comics #659-663 along with supplemental character
sketches and more.
An action/horror/adventure tale by Graham Nolan and Chuck
Dixon! Young Joe Pratt discovers, upon meeting the monster
of his ancestor, that he is the heir to the Frankenstein
name...a legacy that may get him killed if the creatures of the
night have their way!
In this story written by Brian Michael Bendis and illustrated by
Nick Derington, Batman is pushed to his limit as he sets off in
search of an item with incredible destructive powers-and
embarks on a journey across the DC Universe! It's a race to
the finish line as Batman chases the Riddler from Gotham to
Gorilla City and beyond, with the fate of humanity in the
balance. Guest stars include Vandal Savage, Green Lantern,
Green Arrow, Deathstroke, Jonah Hex, and more! Collects
Batman: Universe #1-6.

Following the events of Batman- Knightquest- The
Search, Bruce Wayne is ready to return to his role as
Gotham's greatest protector, Batman. Including
never-before-collected material! Bruce Wayne
completes his improbable recovery from his broken
back and is ready to resume his role as Gotham's
protector. But Jean-Paul Valley, the man who now
patrols the night as a vicious and violent Batman, is
not willing to give up his new identity. Driven to the
brink of madness by inner demons, the new Batman
seeks to destroy Bruce as they meet in mortal
combat. Part of a massive
25th anniversary recut of
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the entireBatman- Knightfallsaga, this graphic novel
collects Batman#509-510, Batman- Shadow of The
Bat#29-30, Batman- Legends of The Dark
Knight#62-63, Robin#8-9, Detective
Comics#676-677, Catwoman#12-13 and Showcase
'94#10
Cosmic maestro Jim Starlin returns to his signature
character! Thanos has returned, continuing his neverending quest for universal power and control but a
strange change will soon alter his life, and that of his
constant foil Adam Warlock, in unexpected ways!
When Annihilus invades our universe, Thanos is the
only being who can stand against him. But will he
make the ultimate sacrifice? And when Thanos' allpowerful future self menaces the past, can Adam
Warlock, Pip the Troll and Thanos' brother Starfox
set things right? It's a cosmic saga as only Jim
Starlin can tell it! Collecting: Thanos Annual (2014)
1, Thanos: The Infinity Revelation (2014), Thanos
Vs. Hulk (2014) 1-4, Thanos: The Infinity Relativity
(2015), Infinity Entity (2016) 1-4, Thanos: The Infinity
Finale (2016), Guardians Of The Galaxy: Mother
Entropy (2017) 1-5, Thanos: The Infinity Siblings
(2018), Thanos: The Infinity Conflict (2018), Thanos:
The Infinity Ending (2019)
Bruce Wayne is out of commission, but Batman must
continue! A new era begins as a new Batman arrives
in Gotham City. Bruce Wayne, battle-broken and
unavailable for field duty after an epic showdown
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with Bane, has appointed a new Dark Knight as his
temporary surrogate. Jean-Paul Valley (a.k.a.
Azrael) has assumed the role of the Caped
Crusader, but without his mentorÕs integrity and
experience, he quickly spins out of control. His
undisciplined behavior is especially worrisome to
both Robin and Commissioner Gordon. The fourth
installment of the Batman: Knightfall saga, Batman:
Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 1 collects Detective
Comics #667-670, Robin #1-2, Batman: Shadow of
the Bat #19-20, Batman #501-504 and Catwoman
#6-7, plus bonus material!
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger;
Preston Payne created by Len Wein."
Bruce Wayne is Batman no more. With Alfred at his
side, Bruce begins a new quest to find Tim Drake's
missing father and the only person that may be able
to heal his broken body: Shondra Kinsolving.
Continuing from Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade
Vol. 2, the next chapter in the saga of Bruce Wayne
begins in the never before collected, Batman:
Knightquest: The Search. Still recovering from his
devastating encounter with Bane, and utilizing
specially designed accoutrements, Bruce Wayne
and Alfred are on the trail of Robin's father and
Shondra Kinsolving, both kidnapped by a mysterious
new foe lurking in the shadows. Shondra may be the
only person on Earth who can repair Bruce's badly
damaged body. To rescue her, he will have to push
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himself mentally and physically before it is too late.
Part of a massive 25th anniversary recut of the entire
Batman: Knightfall saga, this graphic novel collects
Justice League Task Force #5-6, Batman: Shadow
of The Bat #21-23, Batman: Legends of The Dark
Knight #59-61 and Robin #7. Collect the complete
Knightfall Saga, now re-cut in its entirety for the first
time ever! Batman: Prelude to Knightfall Batman:
Knightfall Vol. 1 Batman: Knightfall Vol. 2 Batman:
Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 1 Batman:
Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 2 Batman:
Knightquest: The Search Batman: Knightsend
Batman: Prodigal Batman: Troika
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